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About This Game

** Added by publisher: Development is currently on-hold. As detailed in a Steam community forum post in 2018, the
one-man development person suffered a head injury and is yet to return to working on Rogue System. Obviously a

purchase at this time is for the experience as it currently stands. **

Rogue System's goal is to depict the possibilities of space exploration and combat within a realistic environment--choosing not
to ignore the "science" in science-fiction. Key features do/will include proper orbital mechanics for all objects in space; detailed

ship system control, functionality, inter-dependency and damage reaction; and the ability to move freely from one ship to
another, EVA, and effect repairs while in flight.

Rogue System’s Core Module (CM) will be a complete campaign-driven sim on its own. It utilizes both dynamic as well as
scripted missions to allow for greater replay-ability while telling an intriguing story.

Finally, Rogue System is fully moddable, allowing both DCI as well as the sim’s community to add new ships, missions, and
even campaigns.

Later, Extension Modules (EM) will add even more gameplay.
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Pretty fun, but it gets boring after a little while. I play it for a few minutes every once in a while, forget about it for a week or
two, and play again.. Love the game just like the ride up in Disney land and I'm practicing at it so when the next time I go to
Disneyland I can get my revenge on my dad on the ride. "Present rose to others with remaining fragrance at hand.". Monuments
of Mars plays somehow \/somewhat like "Pharaoh's Tomb" - just better since its..."playable". So you can give this game sure a
try and should avoid Pharaoh's Tomb, if you are going to play Monuments of Mars.

The Hitboxes are better, the riddles more fun and the gameplay itself doesnt feel "that bad".

Still Nowadays more or less a "Timewaister" and you should maybe play it only for the "retro" feeling since its aged badly....
Dont WASTE UR MONEY The Frame Rate Is Bad And Also The Quality And The Audio. Probably the closest to a legitimate
Bomberman experience you'll get to on PC, not just Steam, outside of emulation, and far more party-ready. The multiplayer is
solid, and you can play online via Parsec (which I recommend if you've got a good connection for just about any local-
multiplayer game).

The single-player is fun and has all the highs and lows of any other rogue-like game. Other than a few very rare bugs that can
occur (especially frustrating toward the end of a very powerful run), the game runs very smoothly and without issues on a large
variety of hardware. The bosses are extremely tough when starting, but are fairly predictable, and as a result this particular game
is more consistent than most rogue-likes. The item variety adds a fair bit of strategy to the game, and it's fun messing with
different builds to find either incredibly powerful builds that will allow for an easy run or succeed-or-suck builds that are a huge
gamble with the possibility of quick death or deft victories. I've put in a lot of runs on this game and it's an excellent time killer
with endless opportunities for fun during multiplayer. My only wish is that multiplayer would get more options for
customization going forward. Other than that, the game is fairly flawless, and delivers on its promises excellently for both the
experienced rogue-player and newcomers alike.. Hello its me Lionel Richie, please buy is good love
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I am really enjoying all aspects of this game. While not quite perfect it is well worth the money. It's something one can really
enjoy on all levels whether they want to just pit themselves against other humans in multiplayer and never even play campaign
or go really deep and get every single achievement. It's occupied 90% of my gaming time for a couple of months now and I
think it will be for a while longer. I will definitely be getting the next one for sure and anxiously await any new dlc.. Only really
got enjoyment out of one of the games, but it's a cool concept!. Honestly this is just "capitalism is terrible and alienating to
everyone involved" the game. Without ever directly saying it. Everyone seems to think that capitalism is just the way things are
and the natural order in here which makes this a depressing slogfest. I couldn't really relate to the characters either which didn't
help.

Verdict? Depressing? and essentially pointless since it never actually points out that the real issue is capitalism, and just moans
about the world being unfair.. Very cool skin. Adds Gold plated designs for a more treasure hunter feel. I definetly enjoy the
flavor it adds to the game.. Take crappy Amnesia and stick it in a space station. You now own Pahntaruk.. This was so much
fun! The main game was adorable yet scary. The dark theme's and overall scary atmosphere made it much more fun to play
through unlike some other games I have played. I would definitely recommend this to anyone looking for a good indie horror
game!. I was enjoying the game up until the point at which I realized that bridges are not working properly. I was able to build
two bridges after about ten attempts. I needed to build a third bridge but it just wouldn't work. I gave up after about fifteen
attempts. I tried various locations and as many different bridge configurations (different lengths, angles relative to shore, etc.) as
I could think of, but I was not able to figure out why I succeeded in building the first two bridges but not the third. I also tried
reloading the game.. I don't review many games, but this one deserves one for anyone who has a similar situation to me.

I bought this for under $1 on the last sale on a whim because it had local coop. I played with my girlfriend, who isnt that into
gaming, and we had a blast of a time. Although we finished the three "campaigns" in about 4 hours (and there's little to no
replay value), I cherish the fun times we had with this little indie title. Controller support (two xbox one wireless controllers)
was working perfectly out of the box, so no issues there.

For around $0.22\/hr we enjoyed the couch coop experience more than most other games in this category. It's simple to pick up
and play, and other than finally figuring out that we can "go inside buildings" and find shops (seriously, tutorial needs to
mention this very clearly), the game was enjoyable.

To that end I've already wishlisted DeadPixels 2 and will purchase it on release, so long as it maintains what made this game
great, and continues to support local coop. Thanks for making a great game!. Self-proclaimed "game design genius", garbage
shovelware. Most of the sales were from cards. Plays like junk.. Really cool game so far, especially if you're into these types of
roguelikes. I do wish there were some more class options in the beginning though.
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